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From the

editor

Good day everyone, and welcome

photography. We discuss why it is important to get a good, experienced

to the midwinter edition of

photographer to cover your event, and how event photography can be

Sciencelens Monthly.

leveraged to add value to your conference or workshop.

Its seems as though the passing

During my interactions with conference organisers, I remain surprised

of the shortest day of the year has

at how few large events actually budget for professional photographic

signalled the real start of winter -

coverage of the event. Given the value that I believe good conference

some chilly mornings lately! I’m

photography can add to an event, I really hope this will change over

seriously considering investing in

time.

a good pair of merino gloves - my
old pair of polyprop gloves are just

Before getting into the subject of conference photography, I thought

too bulky to effectively operate a

I’d briefly mention an amusing ‘trend’ I’ve noticed around town lately

camera outside on a cold morning,

- science graffiti! Could this be the answer to popularising maths and

and going bare-handed feels a bit

science for a new audience? See the images and discussion overleaf.

like a health risk!
Happy reading,
Our featured article this month

gerry@sciencelens.co.nz

Gerry

deals with conference and event

S c i e ncelen s on Faceb o ok

Th e S c i e n ce l e n s B l o g

Just a quick reminder that Sciencelens now has its own Facebook page:

In addition to our Facebook page, we’ve also recently launched the

http://www.facebook.com/sciencelens

Sciencelens Blog on Wordpress. Here we will post articles and thought
pieces on issues related to science photography. Complimenting the

Any Sciencelens-

regular updates and news snippets posted on Facebook, the Sciencelens

related news and

Blog will feature longer posts with a specific Sciencelens focus, including

communication will be

articles that have previously featured in this newsletter. In addition, the

shared via this forum.

blog will also be used as a forum to discuss specific photographs from
the Sciencelens library.

In addition, we will also
be sharing all things

To view the Sciencelens blog, go to:

weird and wonderful

http://sciencelens.wordpress.com/

related to science
photography and

If you have any thoughts or

science communication. Interesting news and discussions emanating

suggestions on ways we can improve

from the intersection between art and science will also be posted as and

our Facebook page or blog, please be

when we find out about it.

so kind as to let me know - I would
love to incorporate user comments

We are up to 40+ followers on our Facebook page so far, but still have

and suggestions to make these new

some way to go for this to really become the active and vibrant science

Sciencelens communication channels

photography resource I believe it can be. To help me in this quest, it

more useful!

would be just swell if you could follow us on Facebook.
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“Second derivative”
Gerry le Roux © 2011

“Maths rules”
Gerry le Roux © 2011

Science
signs and
technology
tags
Considering the above samples of ‘maths graffiti’ that I’ve
noticed over the past couple of weeks, I can only assume
politics, religion and culture are not the only forces driving
today’s graffiti artists to pick up their spray cans.
While these may be fairly basic, and not exactly on par with

Mar-Eco graffiti in Brazil.
Picture by Anette Petersen

the mindblowing creations some graffiti artists are capable
of, it did get me thinking about the role of graffiti in science
communication - surely some good graffiti with a science theme can

scientists and students called Mar-Eco (http://www.mar-eco.no/) have

help to increase the ‘coolness coefficient’ of maths and science?

used graffiti as one channel in its quest to popularise international
marine research. As part of its public outreach work, a wall of graffiti

So how about creating a science graffiti wall at a local University science

displaying deep-sea species was created in one of the suburbs of

building? Even an entire building can very effectively be transformed

Salvador in Brazil, with the hope of reaching an audience rarely targeted

through art and graffiti - just have a look at the campus building of The

in the communication of science.

Learning Connexion (TLC) next time you’re in Lower Hutt, Wellington.
If you’ve come across any graffiti with a science or technology focus,
Of course communicating science through novel artistic techniques

please let me know - I’m very keen on expanding my collection of

such as graffiti is not new. As an example, a Norway-based network of

science graffiti images.
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Va lue -ad di n g

conference photography

If you think about the cutting edge of photographic
art and excellence, conference photography is
probably not the first discipline that comes to mind.
Like wedding photography, its an area unfortunately
often ventured into by people who may not have the
necessary skill and/or experience, simply because it
‘looks easy’.

while getting the best out of them visually. He will be well-prepared and
knowledgeable about the proceedings of the day so as not to be caught
off guard. At the same time, he will remain alert and on the lookout for
special, unexpected moments that may occur during the ceremony and
reception, and will have the technical skill to effectively capture these if
and when they occur.
Similarly, the skilled conference photographer will build up an excellent
working relationship with the conference organiser, who is his

Of course its not that simple. Admittedly, the direct technical challenges

immediate client during an event. He will know exactly what is expected

of conference and events photography may be less than, say, a highly

of him, will know the conference programme, and will make sure that

intricate laboratory shoot, or a commercial product shoot bringing to life

all key moments are covered. Like the good wedding photographer, he

some complex concept thought up by the advertising agency. However,

will be alert and ready for any unexpected happenings, such as a special

there are many other issues at play that may not be immediately obvious.

surprise sprung on the audience by an entertaining speaker, for example,

The good events photographer needs to possess a number of qualities

that may end up as a defining moment of the event.

to excel at his/her art.

... get the picture, but
don’t get in the picture.

In a sense, the analogy to wedding photography is apt. In wedding
photography, there is clearly a world of difference between the work
of a skilled, experienced and committed wedding photographer, and
that of the weekend warriors who give themselves out as wedding
photographers. A good wedding photographer is able to interact well
with the bride and groom, making them feel comfortable

Very importantly, the conference photographer
must have the ability to be everywhere, while
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(cont)
a photo of each delegate as they enter the event, having
this printed while the event is still on, and handing out
effectively being invisible. There’s nothing

the photo pasted in a thank-you card branded with the

as irritating as a photographer who

event details, can be an excellent and memorable gift.
»»

believes himself to be the star of the show, and acting the part. As a

Similar to the suggestion above, a group photo taken during the

professional, you are there to do a job and deliver a service, not to take

first day of a conference, for example, can be branded with the

over proceedings - get the picture, but don’t get in the picture.

conference details, printed, and a copy of the photo handed out to
all delegates at the final day of the conference.
»»

Besides capturing all aspects of the event through clear and descriptive

If acceptable to the event organisers, photos taken during an event

photographs, the modern event photographer can also offer additional

can be temporarily hosted on a website, from where delegates can

value adding services as part of his photographic coverage:

download web-resolution copies to use in their online newsletters,

»»

With the advent of social media, turnaround on events have

Facebook, email etc. Additionally, an option can be provided to

become shorter than ever before, and you can add real value when

allow them to order high-resolution copies of the images.

covering an event, by continually providing the organisers with

»»

low resolution photographs, which can be shared in near-realtime

Aside from providing a valuable record of the event, which can be used

via the event website and Facebook page. To do this, your photos

afterwards in newsletters, reports, websites etc., event photographs

have to be good enough to be shared as is, as there will be little or

can provide realtime updates to interested parties who couldn’t

no time for editing if images are shared near-realtime. By providing

attend, can help create a unique buzz during the event, and can form

low resolution versions of the events photos to the organisers in a

a valuable gift or keepsake to attendees. Considering this, a skilled and

timely fashion, you also give them the opportunity to show image

experienced event photographer can clearly be a valuable add-on for

slide shows of delegates and speakers, during breaks and in the

any conference or

mornings before the start of proceedings. Many delegates enjoy

event - something

this, and it can contribute significantly towards creating a unique

which should be

‘buzz’ at a conference.

considered when

At a special, once-off event, giving each attendee a photo of him/

budgeting for your

herself at the event can be a valuable keepsake. For example, taking

next conference.
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News snippets
Up co m in g conferen ces :
»»

»»
»»
»»
»»

»»

ChemEd 2011: Celebrating the International
Year of Chemistry, 17-20 Jul 2011, Palmerston
North
International Conference on Defects in Semiconductors 2011, 18-22 Jul 2011, Christchurch
Hort NZ Conference: “Capturing Value
Creating Profit”, 26-27 Jul 2011, Rotorua
Association of Women in Science - 2011
Conference, 28-29 Jul 2011, Auckland
Air Quality – a Healthy Balance: International
Clean Air and Environment Conference,
31 Jul - 2 Aug 2011, Auckland
7th Australia-New Zealand Climate Change
and Business Conference, 1-2 Aug 2011,
Wellington

The S cien ceTell er
Fe sti val
Coming up towards the end of the year (15-19
November, to be exact), the University of Otago’s
Centre for Science Communication will host the
inaugural ScienceTeller Festival. In the words of the
organisers, “ScienceTeller is a celebration of Storytelling
and Science dedicated to documentary filmmaking,
writing and other creative media.”
Submissions of creative work for ScienceTeller 2011
are now open and will close on the 1st October 2011.
Creative works can be submitted in the following
categories:
»»
Science Documentary (incl. relevant Natural
History, Wildlife, Health, Travel & Cultural Films)
»»
Short Science Film (less than 12 min)
»»
Science Story
»»
Science Podcast
»»
Science Poem
»»
Science Song (includes music videos)
»»
»»

Science Photograph
Science Art

www.sciencelens.co.nz

Th e I nte r n at i o n a l
S c ien ce a n d E n gi n e e r i n g
Vis ual i z at i o n Ch a l l e n ge
Some of science’s most powerful statements are
not made in words. From the diagrams of DaVinci to
Rosalind Franklin’s X-rays, visualization of research has
a long and literally illustrious history. To illustrate is to
enlighten.
How many people would have heard of fractal
geometry or the double helix or solar flares if they
had been described solely in words? In a world
where science literacy is dismayingly rare, illustrations
provide the most immediate and influential
connection between scientists and other citizens, and
the best hope for nurturing popular interest. Indeed,
they are now a necessity for public understanding of
research developments.
The National Science Foundation (NSF) and the
journal Science created the International Science
& Engineering Visualization Challenge to celebrate
that grand tradition--and to encourage its continued
growth. The spirit of the competition is for
communicating science, engineering and technology
for education and journalistic purposes.
Judges appointed by NSF and Science will select
winners in each of five categories: Photography,
Illustrations, Informational Posters and Graphics,
Interactives Games and Videos. The winning entries
will appear in a special section in Science and Science
Online, and on the NSF website, and one of the
winning entries will be pictured on the front cover.
In addition, each winner will receive a one-year print
and on-line subscription to the journal Science and a
certificate of appreciation.
Closing date for the challenge is 30 September 2011.
For more information visit the NSF website:
http://www.nsf.gov/news/special_reports/scivis/

of the competition, the fiction category covers
science fiction as well as the realistic short story. The
non-fiction category covers a wide range of genre
from personal essays to profiles to travel writing, but
entries must have substantial scientific content.
The closing date for entries is 9 September 2011, and
a prize of $2,500 will be awarded to the winner of
each category.
More information on the competition is available at
www.royalsociety.org.nz.

M o s t t ru s te d Ki wis
Three scientists are among the top 10 most trusted
Kiwis in a Reader’s Digest poll. Scientist, inventor and
2010 New Zealander of the year, Sir Ray Avery, topped
the list, while Sir Peter Gluckman, Chief Science
Advisor to the Prime Minister, and Sir Paul Callaghan,
physicist and New Zealander of the Year 2011, were
voted second and third in the poll respectively.

R u t h e r fo rd Le c t u re
Series
Professor Warren Tate, winner of the 2010 Rutherford
Medal, is touring the country in July with his talk “How
to Make Life from the Primordial Soup”.
In this lecture, Professor Tate will speculate on
RNA’s role 3-4 billion years ago in the origin of
protein synthesis and the genetic code, and how
understanding the history of this fascinating molecule
might lead us into the future with the development
of therapies for Alzheimer’s Disease, HIV and Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome.
Don’t miss this interesting lecture, coming soon to a
venue near you:

challenge.jsp

This looks like a very exciting new event - definitely
something to keep an eye on! For more info, go to:
http://www.scienceteller.com/

M an h ire Pr i ze
The 2011 Royal Society of New Zealand Manhire Prize
for Creative Science Writing is now open. Participants
are invited to write between 1,000 and 2,500 words on
the subject of chemistry and our world. There are two
categories, fiction and non-fiction. For the purposes

Nelson, 18 July - The Suter Theatre
Dunedin, 20 July - Hutton Theatre
Wanaka, 21 July - Lake Wanaka Centre
Rotorua, 26 July - Rotorua Convention Centre
Palmerston North, 27 July - Speirs Centre
Auckland, 28 July - Auckland Museum
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